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MP-K-Means: Modified Partition Based Cluster
Initialization Method for K-Means Algorithm
Manoj Kumar Gupta, Pravin Chandra

Abstract: In k-means algorithm, initial cluster centroids are
selected arbitrarily which leads to diverse formation of clusters
in each run. Consequently, accuracy and performance of
k-means is majorly depends on the selection of initial centroids.
Thus, the initial cluster centroids shall be chosen carefully to
obtain better accuracy and performance of k-means algorithm.
In view of this, a new Modified Partition based Cluster
Initialization method for k-means called as MP-k-means is
proposed in this paper. MP-k-means is an amended version of
P-k-means [1] in which the range of values of each dimension is
divided into ‘k’ equi-sized partition based on arithmetic average.
This division of range into ‘k’ equi-sized partition is affected by
outliers present in the data. In order to remove the effect of
outliers in P-k-means, the partitioning of each dimension is
made based on positional average instead of arithmetic average
in MP-k-means. Six popular datasets are used for empirical
evaluation of the algorithms. The empirical results are
compared and validated based on various external and internal
clustering validation measures. The comparative results show
that MP-k-means is significantly superior to the basic k-means
and P-k-means. The proposed method may also be applied to
other clustering algorithms which are based on the concept of
selection of initial cluster centroids.
Keywords: K-means Algorithm; Cluster Initialization;
Partition based Cluster Initialization; P-k-Means; MP-k-means;
Data Mining; Clustering.

I. INTRODUCTION

B

oth machine learning and data mining are majorly used
in several applications. A number of vital functions are used
in machine learning and data mining [2, 3]. Clustering is one
of them based on unsupervised learning to cluster the data
observations based on distance / (dis)similarity among their
various characteristics / attributes. Nearby / like observations
are grouped together in the same cluster whereas the far off /
alike observations are grouped in another cluster(s) [2, 4-6].
Numerous clustering methods are proposed in the
literature [7, 8]. Due to simplicity, k-means is broadly used
clustering algorithm to identify convex-shaped clusters.
Basic k-means algorithm is presented as Algorithm 1 [1, 2,
7]:
The arbitrary selection of initial cluster centroids, as
depicted in Step 2 of Algorithm 1, leads to a formation of
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diverse set of clusters in each run of the basic k-means.
P-k-means algorithm [1], which is modified and presented
in this paper, is described as Algorithm 2:
Algorithm 1: Basic k-means Algorithm
Step 1: Decide k (# of clusters)
Step 2: Randomly initialize cluster centroids C = {c1, c2, ..., ck}
Step 3: Repeat
a. For each data point (xi) in data set (D)
i. Compute distance dis(xi, C) between xi and all
cluster centroids
ii. Assign xi to the nearest cluster
b. Re-compute cluster centroids as the mean of all
cluster members.
Step 4: Until cluster membership stabilizes.
Algorithm 2: P-k-means: k-means using Partition Based
Cluster Initialization Method
Step 1:
Decide k (# of clusters)
// initialize k cluster centroids as per Steps 2.1 through Step 2.2
Step 2:
Initialize cluster centroids C = {c1, c2, ... , ck} as:
// range of values of each dimension (i.e. attribute) is logically
divided into ‘k’ equi-sized partitions based on arithmetic
average of the respective attributes
Step 2.1: Divide the range of data of each dimension, dim i
into k equi-ranged partitions.
// logically model the partitions of each dimension
as separate lists of partitions
// randomly select ‘k’ unique sets (containing one partition
from each dimension) and then choose a random value from
each chosen partitions as’ k’ initial centroids
Step 2.2: Repeat
i. Arbitrarily choose one partition from each
dimension (dimi), which was not selected
earlier.
ii. Find the randomized value of each partition
selected for centroid.
Step 2.3: If all centroids are chosen then go to Step 3 else go
to Step 2.2
// find out the cluster membership of each data point iteratively
until cluster membership stabilizes
Step 3: Repeat
a. For each data point (xi) in data set (D)
i. Compute distance dis(xi, C) between xi and
all cluster centroids
ii. Assign xi to
the nearest
cluster
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b. Re-compute cluster centroids as the mean of all
cluster members.
Step 4: If cluster membership stabilizes then end else go to
Step 3.

In P-k-means (Algorithm 2) [1], the choice of initial
cluster centroids is affected by outliers present in one or more
characteristics or attributes of the data set, as depicted in Step
2(a), because arithmetic average is used to partition each
dimension (i.e. attribute) of the data set. So as to avoid this
situation, the Step 2(a) of Algorithm 2 i.e. P-k-means
Algorithm is modified and presented in this paper.
Related work in the field of cluster centroid initialization
available in the literature is described in Section 2 of this
paper. The modified P-k-means called as MP-k-means is
proposed and described in Section 3. Experiment design and
results of proposed method i.e. MP-k-means along with basic
k-means and P-k-means on six popular data sets are
described in Section 4. The results are compared using
various internal and external clustering validation measures
such as Accuracy, Performance, Intra-cluster Compactness,
Inter-cluster Separation, Purity/Precision, Recall and
F-Measure. Finally in Section 5, the conclusion is drawn.
The comparative results exhibit that MP-k-means is
significantly better than that of basic k-means and P-k-means
in terms of the aforesaid clustering validation measures.
II. RELATED WORK
Accuracy and performance of k-means can be enhanced by
careful selection of initial cluster centroids which are nearer
to the actual cluster centroids. In view of this, a numerous
attempts have been made by the researchers so far and
proposed a variety of methods to initialize the cluster
centroids [7, 8, 46]. Related work of some of the leading
researchers available in the literature in the area of selection
of initial cluster centroids is presented in Table I.
Table-I: Related Work

Reference

Method Proposed

Pei et al. [14]

Proposed two new clustering initialization
techniques based on potential method. The
proposed method is appropriate for data set in
which distribution of data is agglomerative in
feature space

Khan and
Ahmad [15]

Proposed Cluster Center Initialization
Algorithm (CCIA) based on the use of
Density-based
Multi
Scale
Data
Condensation (DBMSDC) using the
estimation of density of the data at a point

Su and Dy [16]

PCA-Part (Principal Components Analysis
Partitioning) for cluster initialization based
on the use of deterministic divisive
hierarchical method

Hathaway et al.
[17]

maximin initialization based on progressive
sampling scheme for cluster initialization
suitable for data which contain compact,
separated clusters

Arai and
Barakbah [18]

Cluster initialization method based on
Hierarchical algorithm in order to determine
the initial centroids

Arthur and
Vassilvitskii
[19]

Proposed k-means++ in which initial centroids
are chosen consecutively with probability
proportional to the distance to the nearest
centroid.

Wu et al. [20]

New initialization method based on density of
data points suitable for categorical data sets

Kang and Cho
[21]

Cluster initialization method
centrality, sparsity and isotropy

Maitra [22]

Selection of initial centroids by finding a
representative local modes from the most
separated ones

Xu et al. [23]

Initialization method based on reverse nearest
neighbor suitable for continuous data

Dang et al. [24]

Initialization Method for Semi-supervised
Clustering suitable for data which contain a
number of potentially helpful information

based

on

Reference

Method Proposed

Forgy [9]

Earliest cluster initialization method based on
random basis

Naldi et al. [25]

Cluster initialization methods based on
evolutionary techniques

McQueen [10]

Similar to Forgy (1965) but differs in assigning
the left over objects to one of the closest seed
location

Reddy et al.
[26]

Kaufman and
Rousseeuw
[11]

Method in which most centrally located
instance is chosen as first centroid

Cluster initialization method based on
Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) suitable for
computational biology, pattern recognition
and image processing

Bai et al. [27]

Cluster initialization method
k-modes for categorical data

Katsavounidis
et al. [12]

Cluster initialization begins by choosing an
edge point X and then finds the furthest point.

Chen [28]

Cluster initialization based of Hierarchical
two-division method

Bradley and
Fayyad [13]

Data is randomly broken into the J random
small sub-subsets and then the initial points
are selected as cluster centroid

Aldahdooh and
Ashour [29]

Initialization of centroids based on selection
method instead of the random selection
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Reference

Method Proposed

Goyal and
Kumar [30]

Mean-Based algorithm suitable for data sets in
which attributes of data points having
positive values

Duwairi and
Abu-Rahmeh
[31]

Spherical k-means based on distributed seeds
across the input space

Poomagal et al.
[32]

k-means initialization method based on
iterative selection

Dhanabal and
Chandramathi
[33]

Cluster initialization method based on extreme
end distance

Golasowski et
al. [34]

Cluster initialization method based
Brute-force approach using heuristics

Kumar and
Reddy [35]

Density based initialization method which is
also scalable to large datasets

Ismkhan [36]

Proposed iterative k-means to reduce SSE

Nguyen et al.
[37]

Propose k-means** to achieve global optimum
solution

Sandhya and
Sekar [38]

Three variant approaches for centroid
initialization suitable for document clustering

Yu et al. [39]

Proposed bi-layer k-means and tri-level
k-means algorithms

Kurada and
Kanadam [40]

Automatic Clustering Using TLBO

Gupta and
Chandra [1]

Proposed Partition based Cluster Initialization
Method for k-means called as P-k-means

A. Datasets Used
For empirical evaluation, all three algorithms are
evaluated on six different datasets: Animal Milk, Image
Segmentation, IRIS, Pen Digit, Spambase and Wine. First
data set Animal Milk is taken from Hartigan
(https://people.sc.fsu.edu/
~jburkardt/datasets/hartigan/
file02.txt). Rest five datasets are taken from UCI Machine
Learning
Repository
(https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets.html). Details of
these datasets are presented in Table II.

on

III. THE PROPOSED METHOD
To avoid the effect of outliers present in the features of the
dataset and to get better accuracy and performance of
P-k-means, an amended version of P-k-means to initialize
the cluster centroids called as MP-k-means is devised and
proposed in this paper. In the proposed method, the range of
each dimension (or attribute), dimi , of the dataset is logically
divided in ‘k’ equi-sized partitions based on positional
average instead of arithmetic average, where ‘k’ refers to the
# of clusters. The Step 2(a) of Algorithm 2 i.e. P-k-means is
modified as stated above in the proposed algorithm
MP-k-means (Algorithm 3). Rest of the steps of
P-k-means (Algorithm 2) remains same. The proposed
method i.e. MP-k-means, is presented as Algorithm 3:

Algorithm 3: MP-k-means: Modified k-means using Partition
Based Cluster Initialization Method
Step 1:
Decide k (# of clusters)
// initialize k cluster centroids as per Steps 2.1 through Step 2.2
Step 2:
Initialize cluster centroids C = {c1, c2, ... , ck} as:
// range of values of each dimension (i.e. attribute) is logically
divided in ‘k’ equi-sized partitions based on positional average
of the respective attributes
Step 2.1: Divide the data values of each dimension, dimi into
‘k’ equi-sized partitions using positional averages.
// logically model the partitions of each dimension
as separate lists of partitions
// randomly select ‘k’ unique sets (containing one partition
from each dimension) and then choose a random value from
each chosen partitions as ‘k’ initial centroids
Step 2.2: Repeat
i. Arbitrarily choose one partition from each
dimension (dimi), which was not selected
earlier.
ii. Find the randomized value of each partition
selected for centroid.
Step 2.3: If all centroids are chosen then go to Step 3 else go
to Step 2.2
// find out the cluster membership of each data point iteratively
until cluster membership stabilizes
Step 3: Repeat
a. For each data point (xi) in data set (D)
i. Compute distance dis(xi, C) between xi and
all cluster centroids
ii. Assign xi to the nearest cluster
b. Re-compute cluster centroids as the mean of all
cluster members.
Step 4: If cluster membership stabilizes then end else go to
Step 3.

Table-II: Datasets Used

IV. EXPERIMENT DESIGN AND RESULTS
Basic k-means, P-k-means and MP-k-Means algorithms
are implemented in MATLAB and executed on six popular
datasets taken from Hartigan and UCI. The results are
computed and compared based on the average of 200 runs of
each of the algorithms on each of the data sets used. The
implementation is the standard one with no special
optimizations.
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Dataset

# of
Clusters

# of
Attribute
s

# of
Instance
s

Animal Milk

5

4

16

Image
Segmentation

7

19

2100

IRIS

3

4

150
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Pen Digit

10

16

7494

Spambase

2

57

4601

Wine

3

13

178

truth. It is suitable for balanced data. Purity of cluster Ci
and total purity of clustering C are defined by the eq. 1
and eq. 2 respectively [43].
purity(Ci ) 

B. Clustering Evaluation and Validation Measures
Clustering evaluation and validation measures are used
to assess the validity of goodness of the clustering [41]. These
are also used for the comparison of experiments and results of
the clustering algorithms. These measures are broadly
classified into two categories external measures and internal
measures [42]. Various notations used in clustering
evaluation measures are described in Table III.

k

purity(C )  
i 1

# of Clusters

Ci

ith Cluster

(2)

TP
(3)
TP  FP
Precision – Precision is the fraction of data objects in
cluster Ci from the majority partition or ground truth
purity(C ) 

Meaning

k

ni
1 k k
purity(Ci )   max{nij }
n
n i 1 j 1

(1)

Clustering is called as perfect clustering if total purity of
clustering purity(C) = 1. Total purity of clustering C is
also defined by the eq. 3.

Table-III: Notations used in Clustering Evaluation
Measures
Notation

1 k
max{nij }
ni i 1



T ji (i.e., the same as purity). Like purity, it is also

th

Tj

j Partition or Ground Truth

n

# of data objects

ni

# of data objects assigned to Ci

mj

# of data objects belongs to Tj

nij

# of data objects of Ci belong to Tj

T ji

partition which contains the maximum # of data
objects from Ci

TP

True Positives

TN

True Negatives

FP

False Positives

FN

False Negatives

TPi

True Positives of Ci

TNi

True Negatives of Ci

FPi

False Positives of Ci

FNi

False Negatives of Ci

Sk

set of data objects in Ci

Recall – Recall is the fraction of data object in partition
or ground truth T ji shared in common with cluster Ci ,

# of attributes or characteristics of the data set

where m ji | T ji | . Recall of cluster Ci is expressed by

jth attribute of the lth data object belong to Ci

the eq. 8 [43].

r
xlj
xij

jth attribute of the ith data object belong to Ci

xij

jth attribute of the cluster centroid of Ci

xi

the centroid of Ci

suitable for balanced data. Precision of cluster Ci and
total precision of clustering C are expressed by the eq. 4
and eq. 5 respectively [43].
nij
1 k
max{nij } 
ni i 1
ni

(4)

1 k
 precision (Ci )
k i 1

(5)

precision (Ci ) 

precision (C ) 

Precision of the cluster Ci and total precision of the
clustering C are also defined by the eq. 6 and eq. 7
respectively [44].
TPi
(6)
precision (C ) 
TPi  FPi

i

precision (C ) 



recall (Ci ) 

TPi
1 k

k i 1 TPi  FPi

nij
| T ji |



nij

(7)

(8)

mj

Recall of the ith cluster Ci and total recall of the
clustering C are also defined by the eq. 9 and eq. 10
respectively [44].

(i) External Measures
External measures are based on supervised learning in
which clustering results are evaluated against the ground
truth without employing criteria intrinsic to the dataset [41,
43]. External measures used in this paper are described as
follows:
 Purity – Purity quantifies the degree that cluster Ci
contains data objects only from one partition or ground
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recall (Ci ) 

recall (C ) 

TP
TP  FN

TPi
1 k

k i 1 TPi  FNi

(10)
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F-measure – Both purity and precision are not suitable
for balanced data. In case of imbalanced data, false
negatives play a major role in the cluster evaluation. In
view of this, both precision and recall are used for cluster
evaluation. F-measure is the harmonic mean of precision
and recall. The F-measure of cluster Ci and F-measure of
clustering C are defined by the eq. 11 and eq. 12
respectively [43, 44].
F (Ci ) 

2nij
precision (Ci)recall (Ci)

precision (Ci)  recall (Ci) ni  m j

(11)

F (C ) 

1 k
 F (Ci )
k i 1

(12)

Consider the two hypothetical datasets presented in Table
IV and Table VI. The values of Purity, Precision, Recall and
F-measure computed using the datasets given in Table IV and
Table VI are presented in Table V and Table VII respectively.
In Tables IV to Table VII, T1, T2 and T3 are the partitions
based on ground truth; C1, C2 and C3 are the clusters
identified by the algorithm.

Table-IV: Hypothetical Dataset-1
Cluster (C)

Ground Truth (T)

Sum (ni)

T1

T2

T3

C1

0

20

25

45

C2

0

20

5

25

C3

30

0

0

30

Sum (mj)

30

40

30

100

Table-V:: Purity, Precision, Recall and F-measure based on Hypothetical Dataset-1
Cluster
Metric

Total
C1

C2

C3

Purity

25/45 = 0.56

20/25 = 0.80

30/30 = 1.00

Precision

25/45 = 0.56

20/25 = 0.80

30/30 = 1.00

(0.56+0.80+1.00)/3 = 0.79

Recall

25/30 = 0.83

20/40 = 0.50

30/30 = 1.00

(0.83+.0.50+1.00)/3 = 0.78

F-measure

50/75 = 0.67

40/65 = 0.62

60/60 = 1.00

(0.67+0.62+1.00)/3 = 0.76

(0.56+0.80+1.00)/3 = 0.79

Table-VI: Hypothetical Dataset-2
Cluster (C)

Ground Truth (T)

Sum (ni)

T1

T2

T3

C1

0

30

25

55

C2

0

20

5

25

C3

20

0

0

20

Sum (mj)

20

50

30

100

Table-VII: Purity, Precision, Recall and F-measure based on Hypothetical Dataset-2
Cluster
Metric

Total
C1

C2

C3

Purity

30/55 = 0.55

20/25 = 0.80

20/20 = 1.00

(0.55+0.80+1.00)/3 = 0.78

Precision

30/55 = 0.55

20/25 = 0.80

20/20 = 1.00

(0.55+0.80+1.00)/3 = 0.78

Recall

30/50 = 0.60

20/50 = 0.40

20/20 = 1.00

(0.60+0.40+1.00)/3 = 0.67

F-measure

60/105= 0.57

40/75 = 0.53

40/40 = 1.00

(0.57+0.53+1.00)/3 = 0.70

(ii) Internal Measures
Internal measures are based on unsupervised learning to
assess the goodness of clustering by employing criteria
derived from the dataset itself [41, 45]. These are mostly
based on two major criteria intra-cluster compactness (or
cohesion) and inter-cluster separation. There is a trade-off to
maximize inter-cluster separation and intra-cluster
compactness. Both the criteria are described below:
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Cluster Compactness or Cohesion– Cluster cohesion
refers to how data observations are closely related in a
cluster. Variance is the common measure of it [41]. It is
measured using Sum of Squares of distances within
Cluster (SSW) which
should be minimized.
SSW of cluster Ci and
average SSW for all
Published By:
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k

clustering C are defined by the eq. 13 and eq. 14
respectively.
k

SS B (C )   ni ( xi  x ) 2

(13)

SSW (Ci )   ( xlj  xij ) 2
lS k j 1

(14)

k
1 k
1 k
SSW (C )    ( xlj  xij ) 2   SSW (Ci )
k i lS k j 1
k i 1



Cluster Separation – Cluster separation refers to how
clusters are well-separated or distinct from other clusters
[41]. It is measured using Sum of Squares of distances
between Cluster Centroids (SSB). Let the ith and jth
Clusters be xi and xj respectively; then distance between
clusters xi and xj is defined by the eq. 15.
(15)

Dij  ( xi  x j ) 2

The average distance among all clusters may be defined
by the eq. 16.
k
k
(16)
1
D

(17)

i 1

 Dij
n(n  1) 
i 1 j i 1
2

In eq. 16, D is the SSB of the clustering. SSB(C) may also
be defined by the eq. 17.

C. Results and Discussions
The results of comparative empirical evaluation of basic
k-Means, P-k-means and MP-k-means algorithms are
presented in Table VIII to Table XIV. The results of all these
three methods are evaluated and compared based on (i)
Performance of Clustering i.e. # of Iterations taken to
converge, (ii) Accuracy of Clustering, (iii) Intra-cluster
Compactness (i.e. SSW), (iv) Inter-cluster Separation (i.e.
SSB), (v) Purity / Precision, (vi) Recall and (vii) F-Measure.
As the purity and precision gives the same result hence the
results of both purity and precision is presented in the same
table.
Comparative performance of all three methods is
presented in Tables VIII. In Table IX, the accuracy based on
cluster assignments compared with ground truth is
presented. Table X and Table XI present the SSW and SSB
respectively. In Table XII to Table XIV, the Purity / Precision,
Recall
and
F-Measure of the clustering compared based on the ground
truth are presented respectively.

Table-VIII: Performance i.e. # of Iterations taken to Converge
Dataset

Basic K-means

P-k-means

MP-k-means

Animal Milk

38.42

38.90

46.01

Image Segmentation

13.89

13.79

13.87

IRIS

9.22

8.62

9.11

Pen Digit

28.65

27.69

27.08

Spambase

7.13

6.87

7.63

Wine

11.87

10.68

10.86

Table-IX: Accuracy
Dataset

Basic K-means

P-k-means

MP-k-means

Animal Milk

96.96%

97.49%

97.80%

Image Segmentation

97.09%

97.19%

97.25%

IRIS

88.81%

88.83%

88.85%

Pen Digit

75.89%

76.09%

76.00%

Spambase

98.92%

98.92%

98.83%

Wine

71.70%

72.57%

71.09%

Table-X: Intra-cluster Compactness (i.e. SSW)
Original Values

Normalized Values

Dataset
Basic K-means

P-k-means

MP-k-means

Basic K-means

P-k-means

MP-k-means

Animal Milk

7.67

7.28

6.91

100.00

48.52

0.00

Image Segmentation

4274503.45

4380699.66

4364428.36

0.00

100.00

84.68

IRIS

27.14

26.83

26.40

100.00

57.65

0.00

Pen Digit

3510918.33

3502339.52

3496404.27

100.00

40.89

0.00

Spambase

620211350.51

620211350.51

617591265.95

100.00

100.00

0.00

Wine

841436.80

867154.49

829168.91

32.30

100.00

0.00

Table-XI: Inter-cluster Separation (i.e. SSB)
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Original Values

Normalized Values

Dataset
Basic K-means

P-k-means

MP-k-means

Basic K-means

P-k-means

MP-k-means

Animal Milk

682.73

692.07

698.35

0.00

59.76

100.00

Image Segmentation

2273924.87

2317511.20

2240836.25

43.16

100.00

0.00

IRIS

13.05

13.08

13.13

0.00

37.54

100.00

Pen Digit

109851.99

109844.49

109119.04

100.00

98.98

0.00

Spambase

7088425076.79

7088425076.79

6970417099.94

100.00

100.00

0.00

Wine

296495.06

305144.18

291245.56

37.77

100.00

0.00

Table-XII: Precision
Dataset

Basic K-means

P-k-means

MP-k-means

Animal Milk

0.9582

0.9643

0.9660

Image Segmentation

0.8042

0.8028

0.8049

IRIS

0.8972

0.9020

0.9004

Pen Digit

0.7718

0.7651

0.7712

Spambase

0.6671

0.6875

0.6678

Wine

0.7406

0.7433

0.7351

Table-XIII: Recall
Dataset

Basic K-means

P-k-means

MP-k-means

Animal Milk

0.9160

0.9280

0.9320

Image Segmentation

0.2162

0.2175

0.2106

IRIS

0.8807

0.8869

0.8877

Pen Digit

0.7167

0.7202

0.7231

Spambase

0.5073

0.5265

0.5080

Wine

0.6561

0.6474

0.6650

Table-XIV: F-Measure
Dataset

Basic K-means

P-k-means

MP-k-means

Animal Milk

0.9125

0.9246

0.9280

Image Segmentation

0.1151

0.1163

0.1100

IRIS

0.8789

0.8852

0.8862

Pen Digit

0.7079

0.7102

0.7139

Spambase

0.3945

0.4379

0.3959

Wine

0.6703

0.6632

0.6777

Table VIII shows that performance of MP-k-means is
better than basic k-means for Image Segmentation, IRIS and
Wine datasets whereas it is better than other two methods for
Pen Digit dataset. Accuracy of MP-k-means is better as
compared to other two methods for all datasets except
Spambase and Wine datasets as shown in Table IX. Table X
and Table XI, shows that SSW and SSB of MP-k-means are
also better than that of other two methods. The F-Measure of
MP-k-means is also better than that of other two methods for
all datasets except Image Segmentation dataset as shown in
Table XIV.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Basic k-Means algorithm is commonly used due its
simplicity. The accuracy and performance of basic k-means
is majorly affected due to the selection of initial cluster
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centroids. Hence, careful selection of initial cluster centroids
is desired. A new method of initialization of the cluster
centroids is proposed in this paper called as Modified
Partition Based Cluster Initialization Method for k-means
(MP-k-means). In MP-k-means, the dimensions of the data
are partitioned in such a manner that if ‘d’ is the
dimensionality of data, then ‘d’ lists consisting of ‘k’
equi-sized partitions based on positional average are created.
Out of these ‘d’ lists, the centroids for initialization of the
k-means algorithm are chosen in a random manner by
choosing ‘k’ unique sets where each set is a collection of one
arbitrary partition from each dimension. This ensures that no
two cluster centroids are same. The proposed algorithm,
MP-k-means is also easy to implement as it is also based on
random selection of initial
centroids. In MP-k-means, ‘k’
centroids are also arbitrarily
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chosen with the high probability for the closeness to the
actual cluster centroids.
The empirical results presented in Table VIII through
Table XIV show that MP-k-means is significantly better than
basic k-means and P-k-means in terms of Performance,
Accuracy, SSW, SSB, Purity / Precision, Recall and
F-Measure. In view of the above, the MP-k-means
outperformed the P-k-means algorithm. Though, the
proposed method is suggested and implemented with
k-means algorithm for careful selection of initial centroid.
However, it may also be applied to other clustering
algorithms which are based on selection of initial cluster
centroids.
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